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Abstract
We study the defocusing energy-critical nonlinear wave equation in four dimensions. Our main result
proves the stability of the scattering mechanism under random pertubations of the initial data. The
random pertubation is defined through a microlocal randomization, which is based on a unit-scale
decomposition in physical and frequency space. In contrast to the previous literature, we do not
require the spherical symmetry of the pertubation.
The main novelty lies in a wave packet decomposition of the random linear evolution. Through this
decomposition, we can adaptively estimate the interaction between the rough and regular components
of the solution. Our argument relies on techniques from restriction theory, such as Bourgain’s bush
argument and Wolff’s induction on scales.
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1 Introduction
We consider the defocusing cubic nonlinear wave equation in four space dimensions, that is,#
´Bttu`∆u “ u3 pt, xq P Rˆ R4 ,
u|t“0 “ u0 P 9HspR4q, Btu|t“0 “ u1 P 9Hs´1pR4q .
(1)
If u is a regular solution of (1), then it conserves the energy
Erusptq :“
ż
R4
|∇upt, xq|2
2
` pBtupt, xqq
2
2
` upt, xq
4
4
dx . (2)
From the Sobolev embedding 9H1pR4q ãÑ L4pR4q, it follows that the initial data has finite energy if and
only if pu0, u1q P 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q. Thus, we also refer to 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q as the energy space. In
addition to the energy conservation law, (1) obeys the scaling symmetry upt, xq ÞÑ uλpt, xq “ λupλt, λxq.
Since the scaling leaves the energy invariant, the equation is called energy critical. Due to the positive
sign in front of the potential term u4, we call (1) defocusing. There also exists analogues of (1) with a
power-type nonlinearity in any dimension d ě 3.
The Cauchy problem for (deterministic) initial data in the energy space is well-understood. We summarize
the relevant results in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Global well-posedness and scattering [1, 29, 30, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52]).
Let pu0, u1q P 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q. Then, there exists a maximal time interval of existence I and a unique
solution u : I ˆ R4 Ñ R of (1) such that u P C0t 9H1xpI ˆ R4q Ş L3t,locL6xpI ˆ R4q and Btu P C0t L2xpI ˆ R4q.
Furthermore, we have that
(i) u is global, i.e., I “ R.
(ii) u obeys a global space-time bound of the form
}u}L3tL6xpRˆR4q ď CpEru0, u1sq .
(iii) u scatters to a solution of the linear wave equation. Thus, there exist scattering states pu˘0 , u˘1 q P
9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q s.t.
lim
tÑ˘8 }puptq ´W ptqpu
˘
0 , u
˘
1 q, Btuptq ´ BtW ptqpu˘0 , u˘1 qq} 9H1ˆL2 “ 0 .
Here, W ptqpu˘0 , u˘1 q “ cospt|∇|qu˘0 `psinpt|∇|q{|∇|qu˘1 denotes the solution to the linear wave equa-
tion with initial data pu˘0 , u˘1 q.
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Global well-posedness and scattering results such as Theorem 1.1 are known for many defocusing dispersive
partial differential equations, and hold for the energy-critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [10, 18, 46,
55], the mass-critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [21, 22, 23, 34, 35], the mass-critical generalized
KdV [24], and the 9H
1
2 -critical radial nonlinear wave equation [25].
Since Theorem 1.1 provides a complete description of the Cauchy problem with initial data in the energy
space, we now seek a similar result for initial data in a rough Sobolev space Hsx ˆHs´1x , where s P r0, 1q.
However, since this leads to a scaling super-critical problem, all of the above properties can fail. In fact,
[17] proved that (1) exhibits norm inflation, which means that arbitrarily small data in HsˆHs´1 can grow
arbitrarily fast. More precisely, we have for all  ą 0 that there exists Schwartz initial data pu0, u1q and
a time 0 ă t ă  such that }pu0, u1q}HsˆHs´1 ă  and }puptq, Btuptqq}HsˆHs´1 ą ´1. Using finite speed
of propagation, one may then also construct solutions whose Hs ˆHs´1-norm blows up instantaneously.
1.1 The random data Cauchy problem
Many researchers in dispersive partial differential equations have recently examined whether blow-up
behaviour, such as the norm-inflation described above, occurs for generic or only exceptional sets of rough
initial data. To quantify this, one is quickly lead to random initial data. Indeed, one natural form of rough
initial data is pu0 ` fω0 , u1 ` fω1 q, where the functions pu0, u1q P 9H1 ˆ L2 are regular and deterministic,
while the functions pfω0 , fω1 q P Hs ˆ Hs´1 are rough and random. An analogue of Theorem 1.1 in this
case would imply the stability of the scattering mechanism under a perturbation by noise.
The literature on random dispersive partial differential equations is vast. We refer the interested reader
to the survey [6], and mention the related works [2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44]. In
the following discussion, we focus on the Wiener randomization [3, 38] of a function f P HspRdq. Let
ϕ P C8pRdq be a smooth and symmetric function satisfying ϕ|r´3{8,3{8sd “ 1, ϕ|Rdzr´5{8,5{8sd “ 0, andř
kPZd ϕpξ ´ kq “ 1 for all ξ P Rd. We then define the associated operator Pk byyPkfpξq :“ ϕpξ ´ kq pfpξq .
Since the translates tϕp¨ ´ kquk form a partition of unity, we have that
f “
ÿ
kPZd
Pkf , (3)
which is called the Wiener decomposition of f . The Wiener randomization is obtained by randomizing
the coefficients in (3). Let I Ď Zd by an index set such that Zd “ I 9Ť t0u 9Ť p´Iq. Let tXkukPIYt0u be
a sequence of symmetric, independent, and uniformly sub-gaussian random variables (see Definition 2.1).
We set X´k :“ Xk for all k P I, and assume that X0 is real-valued. Then, the Wiener randomization fW
is defined as
fW :“
ÿ
kPZd
Xk ¨ Pkf . (4)
The reason for introducing the set I is to preserve the real-valuedness of f . The Wiener randomization fW
is a random linear combination of functions with unit-scale frequency uncertainty, and therefore resembles
a random Fourier series. We then examine the random data Cauchy problem
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#
´Bttu`∆u “ u3 pt, xq P Rˆ R4
u|t“0 “ u0 ` fW0 , Btu|t“0 “ u1 ` fW1
. (5)
We now seek an almost sure version of Theorem 1.1 for (5). Before we summarize the recent results, let
us sketch the overall strategy, which was developed by Pocovnicu in [44]. We let F :“ cospt|∇|qfW0 `
psinpt|∇|q{|∇|qfW1 be the solution of the linear wave equation with the rough and random initial data.
We then define the nonlinear component v by v :“ u´F , and obtain the forced nonlinear wave equation#
´Bttv `∆v “ pv ` F q3 pt, xq P Rˆ R4 ,
v|t“0 “ u0, Btv|t“0 “ u1.
(6)
At the cost of introducing a rough forcing term, we have therefore removed the rough part of the initial
data. This transformation is related to the Da Prato-Debussche trick [20]. Due to the smoothing effect
of the Duhamel integral, we hope to control the nonlinear component v in the energy space. The local
well-posedness of (6) follows readily from probabilistic Strichartz estimates (cf. [3, 38]) and a contraction
mapping argument. Thus our main interest lies in the global well-posedness and the long-time behaviour
of the solution. Using the deterministic well-posedness theorem and stability theory, it can be shown (cf.
[26, 44]) that the solution to (6) exists as long as the energy of v remains bounded. Of course, due to
the forcing term in (6), the energy is no longer conserved. In addition, a global bound on the energy of v
implies a global bound on the L3tL
6
x-norm, and hence also implies scattering. A short calculation shows
that
d
dt
Ervsptq “
ż
R4
pv3 ´ pv ` F q3qBtv dx « ´3
ż
R4
Fv2Btvdx . (7)
In the formula above, we have neglected terms that contain more than a single factor of F , since they are
simpler to estimate. Therefore, the remaining obstacle lies in the control of the right-hand side of (7).
With this overall strategy in mind, we summarize the recent literature.
In [44], Pocovnicu proved the almost sure global existence of solutions for all s ą 0. Using a Gronwall-type
argument and a probabilistic Strichartz estimate, (7) leads (at top order) to the growth estimate
ErvspT q À Ervsp0q exppC}F }L1tL8x pr0,T sˆR4qq À Ervsp0q exppCωT
1
2 q . (8)
Since this prevents the finite time blow-up of the energy, this yields an analogue of Theorem 1.1.(i).
Similar theorems are also known in dimension five [44], dimension three [43], and for the high-dimensional
energy-critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [5].
The bound (8), however, is not sufficient to obtain global control on the energy of v, and hence does not
prove almost sure scattering. Assuming the regularity condition s ą 12 and that the (deterministic) datapf0, f1q is spherically symmetric, Dodson, Lu¨hrmann, and Mendelson proved almost sure scattering in
[26]. In their argument, the energy increment is estimated byˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R4
Fv2Btvdxdt
ˇˇˇ
À }|x| 12F }L2tL8x pr0,T sˆR4q }|x|´
1
4 v}2L4tL4xpr0,T sˆR4q }Btv}L8t L2xpRˆR4q . (9)
4
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In the left image, we display a partition of the phase space Rd ˆRd into horizontal strips, which forms the basis of
the Wiener randomization. In the right image, we display a partition of Rd ˆRd into cubes, which forms the basis
of the microlocal randomization. A similar figure has been used in the author’s previous work [13, Figure 1].
Figure 1: Partions of phase space
The first factor is controlled using Khintchine’s inequality and a square-function estimate, and heavily
relies on the spherical symmetry of f0 and f1. The main novelty lies in the control of the second factor,
and involves a double bootstrap argument in the energy and a Morawetz term. Under the bootstrap
hypothesis, one can then control the second factor in (9) by the square-root of the energy, and this
eventually leads to a global bound.
The method of [26] has since been used in several related works. In [27], Dodson, Lu¨hrmann, and
Mendelson used local energy decay to improve the regularity condition to s ą 0. After replacing the
cubes in the Wiener randomization by thin annuli, the author proved almost sure scattering for radial
data in dimension three [13]. The main new ingredient is an interaction flux estimate between the linear
and nonlinear components of the solution. Finally, the almost sure scattering for the radial energy-critical
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in four dimensions has been obtained in [27, 33].
1.2 Main result and ideas
The remaining open question is concerned with almost sure scattering for non-radial data. In order to state
the main result of this paper, we first need to introduce a microlocal randomization. While the Wiener
randomization is based on a unit-scale decomposition in frequency space, the microlocal randomization
is based on a unit-scale decomposition in phase space (see Figure 1).
Definition 1.2 (Microlocal randomization).
Let tXk,lukPIYt0u,lPZd be a sequence of symmetric, independent, and uniformly sub-gaussian random vari-
ables. We set X´k,l :“ Xk,l for all k P I, and assume that X0,l is real-valued. For any f P HspRdq, we
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define its microlocal randomization fω by
fωpxq :“
ÿ
k,lPZd
Xk,lPkpϕp¨ ´ lqfqpxq . (10)
The microlocal randomization is inspired by [40], which used a randomization in physical space.
Theorem 1.3 (Almost sure scattering for the microlocal randomization).
Let pu0, u1q P 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q, and let pf0, f1q P HspR4q ˆHs´1pR4q, where s ą 1112 . Then, there exists
a random maximal time interval of existence I and a solution u : I ˆ R4 Ñ R of (5) such that
u PW ptqpfω0 , fω1 q `
`
C0t
9H1xpI ˆ R4q
Ş
L3t,locL
6
xpI ˆ R4q
˘
and Btu P BtW ptqpfω0 , fω1 q ` C0t L2xpI ˆ R4q .
Furthermore, we have that
(i) u is almost surely global, i.e., I “ R.
(ii) u almost surely satisfies the global space-time bound }u}L3tL6xpRˆR4q ă 8 .
(iii) u almost surely scatters to a solution of the linear wave equation. Thus, there exist random scattering
states pu˘0 , u˘1 q P 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q s.t.
lim
tÑ˘8 }puptq ´W ptqpu
˘
0 ` fω0 , u˘1 ` fω1 q, Btuptq ´ BtW ptqpu˘0 ` fω0 , u˘1 ` fω1 qq} 9H1ˆL2 “ 0 .
While Theorem 1.3 is only proven for the microlocal randomization, the majority of our argument directly
applies to the Wiener randomization.
The main novelty in this paper lies in the application of a wave packet decomposition. To illustrate this
idea, fix some k P Zd with }k}8 „ N , and assume that pfkpξq “ N´sϕpξ ´ kq. Then, fk will essen-
tially be unaffected by both the Wiener and microlocal randomizations, and hence forms an important
example. From the method of non-stationary phase, it follows for all times t P r0, N s that the evolution
expp˘it|∇|qfk is concentrated in the ball |x˘ tk{}k}2| À 1, and has amplitude „ N´s. In space-time, we
can therefore view the evolution as a tube, see Figure 2a. For larger times, the dispersion of the evolution
becomes significant, and the physical localization deteriorates. The wave packet perspective also explains
the effect of the frequency randomization on the evolution. In Figure 2b, we display a bush (cf. [7]),
which is a collection of wave packets intersecting at a single point. If all wave packets in the bush have
comparable amplitudes and the data is deterministic, one expects that the L8t L8x -norm is proportional
to the number of wave packets. For random data, however, the phases of the wave packets are all inde-
pendent, and the central limit theorem predicts that the L8t L8x -norm should instead be proportional to
the square-root of the number of wave packets.
The examples in Figure 2 also illustrates an important heuristic: The natural timescale for the randomized
evolution at frequencyN is T “ N . This differs from the natural timescale predicted by the (deterministic)
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(a) Single wave packet
(b) Bush
In (a), we display the evolution expp˘it|∇|qfk on the time-interval r0, N s. The space-time support can be viewed
as a tube of length „ N and width „ 1. The spatial center travels in a fixed direction at the speed of light, which
has been normalized to 1. Furthermore, the amplitude of the evolution is given by „ N´s. In (b), we display a
so-called bush, which is a collection of wave packets intersecting at a single point.
Figure 2: Wave packet heuristic
bump-function heuristic, which is T “ N´1. We therefore decompose the positive time-interval as
r0,8q “
´ tNθuď
n“0
rnN, pn` 1qNq
¯ Ť rN1`θ,8q , (11)
where θ ą 0 is a parameter. Our argument then splits into two separate parts.
On the long-time interval rN1`θ,8q, we use the additional decay obtained through the physical random-
ization. The basic idea is that after such a long time, the linear evolution could only be concentrated
through constructive interference of a large portion of the initial data, which is highly unlikely due to the
physical randomness (see Figure 4). To make this rigorous, we prove an L1tL
8
x prN1`θ,8qˆR4q-bound on
PNF , and this is sufficient to control the energy increment. This part of the proof requires the condition
s ą 1´ θ{2.
The majority of this paper focusses on time intervals such as r0, Nq. This part of the argument does not
rely on the physical randomness, and therefore also applies to the Wiener randomization. On this interval,
we decompose the evolution into a family of wave packets, see Figure 3. As can be seen from a single
wave packet, we cannot (always) control the evolution in L1tL
8
x . Instead, we use the following dichotomy:
Either F consists of only a few wave packets, in which case its support lies on a few light-cones, or it
consists of many wave packets, in which case the L8t L8x -norm should be small.
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We now present a heuristic and simplified version of the main argument. In order to illustrate the ideas,
let us first assume that all wave packets belong to a single frequency k P Zd. After a dyadic decomposition,
we may further assume that all wave packets have amplitudes comparable to 2m. Using the same notation
as in Section 4, we denote the number of wave packets with this amplitude by #Am . Due to the L2-
orthogonality of the wave packets, we have that 2mp#Amq 12 À N´s.
In the case of only a few wave packets, we control the contribution on each tube separately. We have thatˇˇˇ ż N
0
FNv
2Btvdxdt
ˇˇˇ
À p#AmqN 12 2m
`
sup
tubes T
}v}2L4tL4xpT q
˘}Btv}L8t L2xpr0,NqˆR4q À N 12 2m#Am sup
tPr0,Nq
Ervsptq .
The supremum ranges over all tubes of length „ N , width „ 1, and unit-speed direction inside r0, NqˆR4.
Using a flux estimate and a bootstrap argument, we controll this supremum by the square-root of the
energy.
In the case of many wave packets (with the same direction), we use that their supports are disjoint, and
obtain thatˇˇˇ ż N
0
FNv
2Btvdxdt
ˇˇˇ
À N}FN}L8t L8x pr0,NqˆR4q}v}2L8t L4xpr0,NqˆR4q}Btv}L8t L2xpr0,NqˆR4q À N2m sup
tPr0,Nq
Ervsptq .
By combining both estimates, it follows thatˇˇˇ ż N
0
FNv
2Btvdxdt
ˇˇˇ
À minpN 12 2m#Am, N2mq sup
tPr0,Nq
Ervsptq ď N 34 2mp#Amq 12 sup
tPr0,Nq
Ervsptq .
We insert the bound 2mp#Amq 12 À N´s, sum over N θ intervals, and arrive at the condition s ą 3{4` θ.
In order to match the conditions from the intervals rnN, pn` 1qNq and the long-time interval rN1`θ,8q,
we choose θ “ 1{6, and obtain the regularity condition s ą 11{12.
In order to remove the restriction to a single frequency, we need to consider both multiple directions
and multiple scales. For this, we rely on techniques from the literature on the Kakeya and restriction
conjectures. In order to control multiple directions, we use Bourgain’s bush argument [7]. The basic idea
is to distinguish points which lie in multiple tubes from points which lie only in a few tubes. To this
end, we group the wave packets into several bushes and a collection of (almost) non-overlapping wave
packets (see Figure 3). We then almost argue as for a single frequency, but also use that each bush lies on
the surface of a light-cone, which is crucial for the flux estimate. In order to control multiple scales, we
rely on Wolff’s induction on scales strategy [57]. To fix ideas, let us try to bound the energy increment
ErvspNq ´ Ervsp0q. We have already described the estimates for wave packets of length greater than or
equal to N , but the space-time region r0, N sˆR4 also contains many shorter wave packets. By induction
on scales, we can already close the bootstrap argument at these shorter scales, which greatly reduces the
complexity of the proof. We postpone a more detailed discussion to the Sections 4 and 6.
8
We illustrate the wave packet decomposition of the linear evolution. We partition the wave packets into three
groups: Two separate bushes (red and blue) and a collection of almost non-overlapping wave packets (green).
Figure 3: Wave packet decomposition
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2 Notation and preliminaries
For the rest of this paper, the positive integer d denotes the dimension of physical space. In the analysis of
the nonlinear evolution, we will eventually specialize to d “ 4. Furthermore, we also fix positive absolute
constants δ, θ, and η. The parameter δ will be used to deal with the spatial tails of the wave packets and
certain summability issues. The parameter θ is used in the division of time (see (11)). We will eventually
choose θ “ 1{6, but prefer to keep θ as a free parameter until the end of the argument. Finally, η describes
the size of the frequency truncated data, see Proposition 4.8.
If A,B are positive quantities, we write A À B if and only if there exist a constant C “ Cpδ, θq such that
A ď CB. Furthermore, most capital letters, such as N , M , and R, will denote dyadic numbers greater
than or equal to 1.
Finally, we define the Fourier transform pf of an integrable function f : Rd Ñ C by
pfpξq :“ 1
p2piq d2
ż
Rd
expp´ixξqfpxqdx .
We now summarize a few basic results from probability theory, harmonic analysis, and dispersive partial
differential equations.
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2.1 Probability theory
We recall a few basic estimates for sub-gaussian random variables. For an accessible introduction, we
refer the reader to [54].
Definition 2.1 (Sub-gaussian random variable).
Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space, and let X : pΩ,Fq Ñ R be a random variable. We then define the
sub-gaussian norm by
}X}Ψ2 :“ sup
pě1
pEr|X|psq 1p?
p
(12)
We call a random variable X sub-gaussian if and only if }X}Ψ2 ă 8. Furthermore, we call a family of
random variables tXiuiPI uniformly sub-gaussian if and only if supiPI }Xi}Ψ2 ă 8.
The relationship to the Gaussian distribution may not be obvious from (12). However, it follows from
[54, Proposition 2.52] that (12) implies
Pp|X| ą xq ď 2 exp
˜
´c x
2
}X}2Ψ2
¸
@x ą 0 .
Many concentration inequalities for the sums of independent sub-gaussian random variables can be found
in the literature. In the following, we mainly rely on Khintchine’s inequality.
Lemma 2.2 (Khintchine’s inequality, [53, Corollary 5.12] or [54, Proposition 2.6.1 and Exercise 2.6.5]).
Let pXjqj“1,...,J be a finite sequence of independent sub-gaussian random variables with zero mean. Then,
it holds for all deterministic sequences pajqj“1,...,J , and all p ě 1, that˜
E
”
|
Jÿ
j“1
ajXj |p
ı¸ 1p
À ?p
ˆ
max
j“1,...,J }Xj}Ψ2
˙˜ Jÿ
j“1
|aj |2
¸ 1
2
(13)
In particular, the sum
řJ
j“1 ajXj is sub-gaussian.
In this paper, Khintchine’s inequality will often be combined with Minkowski’s integral inequality, which
we recall below.
Lemma 2.3 (Minkowski’s integral inequality).
Let pX,µq and pY, νq be two σ-finite measure spaces, and let 1 ď p ď q ď 8. Then, we have for all
measurable functions f : X ˆ Y Ñ R that
}}fpx, yq}LppXq}LqpY q ď }}fpx, yq}LqpY q}LppXq .
The special case p “ 1 is the standard Minkowski inequality, and it can be found in most real analysis
books (see e.g. [37, Theorem 2.4]). Since Lemma 2.3 is central to many arguments in this paper, we prove
the general statement from this special case.
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Proof. Since q{p ě 1, we have that
}}fpx, yq}LppXq}LqpY q “ }}fpx, yqp}L1pXq}
1
p
L
q
p pY q
ď }}fpx, yqp}
L
q
p pY q}
1
p
L1pXq “ }}fpx, yq}LqpY q}LppXq .
We will also need a crude bound on the maximum of dependent sub-gaussian random variables
Lemma 2.4 (Suprema of dependent sub-gaussian random variables [54, Exercise 2.5.10]).
Assume that pXjqj“1,...,J are (possibly dependent) sub-gaussian random variables. Then,
E
„
max
j“1,...,J |Xj |

Àalogp2` Jq max
j“1,...,J }Xj}Ψ2 . (14)
Proof. Let 1 ď p ă 8. Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain that
E
„
max
j“1,...,J |Xj |

ď
ˆ
E
„
max
j“1,...,J |Xj |
p
˙ 1
p ď
˜
Jÿ
j“1
E r|Xj |ps
¸ 1
p
ď J 1p?p max
j“1,...,J }Xj}Ψ2 .
After choosing p “ logp2` Jq, we arrive at (14).
2.2 Harmonic analysis
Let N P 2N0 and k P Zd. As in the introduction, we let ϕ P C8c pRdq be a smooth and symmetric function
satisfying ϕ|r´ 3
8
, 3
8
sd “ 1, ϕ|Rdzr´ 5
8
, 5
8
sd “ 0, and
ř
kPZd ϕp¨ ´ kq “ 1. We also define ψpξq “ ϕpξq ´ ϕp2ξq.
Then, the re-centered Littlewood-Paley operators are defined as
{PN ;kfpξq “
#
ψ
`
ξ´k
N
˘ pfpξq if N ą 1
ϕpξ ´ kq pfpξq if N “ 1 .
With this choice of ψ, it holds that PN ;kPM ;k “ 0 if M ě 4N or N ě 4M . To simplify the notation, we
also set PN :“ PN ;0 and Pk :“ P1;k. Furthermore, we define the fattened Littlewood-Paley operators
rPN ;k :“ ÿ
2´10NďMď210N
PM ;k . (15)
Lemma 2.5 (Bernstein’s inequalities).
Let N P 2N0 , k P Zd, and 1 ď p ď q ď 8. Then, we for all f P LpxpRdq that
}PN ;kf}LqxpRdq À Ndp
1
p
´ 1
q
q}PN ;kf}LpxpRdq , (16)
}|∇|PN ;0f}LpxpRdq À N}PN ;0f}LpxpRdq . (17)
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We emphasize that the constant in (16) is independent of k P Zd, since the phase exppikxq does not affect
the Lpx-norms.
We also record the following standard consequence of Bernstein’s inequality and the uncertainty principle.
Lemma 2.6.
Let N ě 1, let a, b P R, and assume that b ě a` 1{N . Then, we have for all f P L2xpRdq, all 1 ď q ă 8,
and all 1 ď p ď 8, that
} expp˘it|∇|qPNf}L8t Lpxpra,bsˆRdq À N
1
q } expp˘it|∇|qPNf}LqtLpxpra,bsˆRdq .
The argument is essentially taken from [13].
Proof. Pick t0 P ra, bs, and let I be any interval such that t0 P I Ď ra, bs. For all t P I, it holds that
expp˘it0|∇|qPNfω “ expp˘it|∇|qPNfω ˘ i
ż t0
t
|∇| expp˘it1|∇|qPNfωdt1
From Bernstein’s inequality, we obtain that
} expp˘it0|∇|qPNfω}LpxpRdq ď } expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LpxpRdq ` |I|1´
1
q }|∇| expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LqtLpxpIˆRdq
À } expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LpxpRdq `N |I|1´
1
q } expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LqtLpxpIˆRdq
Taking the q-th power and averaging over all t P I, we obtain that
} expp˘it0|∇|qPNfω}LpxpRdq À
´
|I|´ 1q `N |I|1´ 1q
¯
} expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LqtLpxpIˆRdq .
By choosing |I| “ N´1, and taking the supremum over all t0 P ra, bs, it follows that
} expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}L8t Lpxpra,bsˆRdq À N
1
q } expp˘it|∇|qPNfω}LqtLpxpra,bsˆRdq
The following estimate, which appeared in the almost sure scattering problem for the nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation [33], is useful in combination with Khintchine’s inequality.
Lemma 2.7 (Square function estimate [33, Lemma 2.8]).
Let f P L2xpRdq and let ϕ be as above. Then, it holds thatÿ
kPZd
|Pkfpxq|2 À p|qϕ| ˚ |f |2qpxq . (18)
In addition to the dyadic decomposition in frequency, we also need a dyadic decomposition in physical
space. To avoid confusion, we denote the cut-off function in physical space by χ. More precisely, we set
χ1pxq :“ ϕpxq and χLpxq :“ ψpx{Lq, where L ě 2.
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Lemma 2.8 (Mismatch estimates).
Let 1 ď p ď 8 and M,N,L ě 1. We further assume the mismatch conditions maxpM{N,N{Mq ě 8 and
L ě 8. Then, it holds for all absolute constants D ą 0 that
}χ1PMχL}LpxÑLpx ÀD pMLq´D , (19)
}PNχ1PM}LpxÑLpx ÀD pNMq´D . (20)
Proof. The inequality (19) can be found in [27, Lemma 5.10]. An inequality similar to (20) can be found
in [27, Lemma 5.11], and we present a different argument.
Using duality and pPNχ1PM q˚ “ PMχ1PN , we can assume that N ě M . From the mismatch condition,
it then follows that N ě 8M . Thus, we obtain for all f P LpxpRdq that
}PN pχ1PMfq}Lpx “ }PN ppPěN{8χ1qPMfq}Lpx À }PěN{8χ1}L8x }PMf}Lpx À N´2D}f}Lpx .
The following auxiliary lemma will be helpful in the proof of probabilistic Strichartz estimates.
Lemma 2.9 (`2k,l-estimate).
Let s P R and let f P HsxpRdq. For any 2 ď p ď 8, we have that
}Pkpϕlfq}`2l `2kLp1x pZdˆtkPZd : }k}8PpN{2,NsuˆRdq À }
rPNf}L2xpRdq `N´s´10d}f}HsxpRdq (21)
Remark 2.10.
The error term N´s´10d}f}HsxpRdq is a result of the non-compact support of pϕl, but may essentially be
ignored. On a heuristic level, each Pkpϕlfq is supported on a spatial region of volume „ 1, and thus
(21) should follow from Ho¨lder’s inequality. To make this argument rigorous, we use the square-function
estimate and the mismatch estimates above.
Proof. Let rPN be the fattened Littlewood-Paley operator as in (15). We writeM  N if eitherM ă 2´10N
or M ą 210N . In the following, we implicitly assume that }k}8 P pN{2, N s. We then estimate
}Pkpϕlfq}`2l `2kLp1x ď }Pkpϕl
rPNfq}`2l `2kLp1x ` ÿ
MN
}PkpϕlPMfq}`2l `2kLp1x . (22)
We begin by controlling the first summand in (22). Using Minkowski’s integral inequality and the square-
function estimate (Lemma 2.7), we obtain that
}Pkpϕl rPNfq}`2l `2kLp1x “ }ϕl1Pkpϕl rPNfq}`2l `2k`1l1Lp1x À }ϕl1Pkpϕl rPNfq}`2l `2k`1l1L2x À }ϕl1Pkpϕl rPNfq}`2l `1l1L2x`2k
“
›››ϕl1 ´|qϕ| ˚ |ϕl rPNf |2¯ 12 ›››
`2l `
1
l1L
2
x
. (23)
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Using simple support considerations, we have that›››ϕl1 ´|qϕ| ˚ |ϕl rPNf |2¯ 12 ›››2
L2x
ď
›››ϕl1 ´|qϕ| ˚ |ϕl rPNf |2¯ ›››
L1x
À xl1 ´ ly´10d}pϕl rPNfq2}L1x
À xl1 ´ ly´10d}ϕl rPNf}2L2x .
Inserting this back into (23), we obtain that
}Pkpϕl rPNfq}`2l `2kLp1x À }xl1 ´ ly´5dϕl rPNf}`2l `1l1L2x À } rPNf}L2x .
Thus, this yields the first term in (21). We now control the second summand in (22). First, note that
Pk “ ř2´5NďN 1ď25N PN 1Pk. Since there exist only „ Nd frequencies of magnitude „ N , we have that
}PkpϕlPMfq}`2k`2l Lp1x À N
d
2
ÿ
2´5NďN 1ď25N
}PN 1pϕlPMfq}`2l Lp1x .
It now suffices to prove for all g P SpRdq, all M  N , and all absolute constants D ą 0 that
}PN 1pϕlPMgq}Lp1x ÀD pNMq
´D}xx´ ly´Dg}L2x . (24)
Using spatial translation invariance, we may set l “ 0. Let tχLuLě1 denote the dyadic decomposition in
physical space. Using the mismatch estimates (Lemma 2.8), we obtain
}PN 1pϕ0PMgq}Lp1x ď
ÿ
Lě1
}PN 1pϕ0PMχLgq}Lp1x ď
ÿ
Lě1
}PN 1ϕ0PMχL}Lp1x ÑLp1x }rχLg}Lp1x
À pNMq´D
ÿ
Lě1
L´2D}rχLg}Lp1x À pNMq´D}xxy´Dg}L2x .
As a direction consequence of (2.9), we also obtain the following estimate on the Hs-norm of the microlocal
randomization.
Lemma 2.11 (Hsx-norm of f
ω).
Let f P HsxpRdq and let fω be its microlocal randomization. We further set
fω1 :“
ÿ
lPZd
X0,lP0pϕlfq and fωN :“
ÿ
k,lPZd
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
Xk,lPkpϕlfq , where N ě 2 . (25)
Then, we have for all 2 ď r ă 8 that
}fω}LrωHsx » }N sfωN}Lrω`2NL2x À
?
r}f}Hsx . (26)
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Proof. The first equivalence in (26) is a direct consequence of the definition of the Hsx-norm. Now, we
prove the bound in (26). From Minkowski’s integral inequality, Khintchine’s inequality, and Lemma 2.9,
we have for all N ě 2 that
}N sfωN}LrωL2x ď }N s
ÿ
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
Xk,lPkpϕlfq}L2xLrω
ď ?rN s}Pkpϕlfq}L2x`2k,lp}k}8PpN{2,Ns
À ?r
´
N s} rPNf}L2xpRdq `N´10d}f}HsxpRdq¯
The same argument also applies to N “ 1. After taking the `2N -norm, this completes the proof.
2.3 Strichartz estimates
The individual blocks in the microlocal randomization or the Wiener randomization have frequency sup-
port inside a unit-sized cube (at a large distance from the origin). Since this rules out the Knapp example,
one expects a refined dispersive estimate. The following lemma is due to Klainerman and Tataru [36],
and it has first been used in the probabilistic context by [26].
Lemma 2.12 (Refined dispersive estimate by Klainerman-Tataru [36]).
Let f P L1pRdq, let k P Zd satisfy }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and let M ď N . Then it holds for all t P R and
2 ď p ď 8 that
} expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}LpxpRdq À
M
dp1´ 2
p
q
p1` M2N |t|qpd´1qp
1
2
´ 1
p
q }f}Lp1x pRdq . (27)
As stated, the inequality (27) essentially follows from [36]. For the sake of completeness, we present the
modification below.
Proof. By interpolation against the energy estimate } expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}L2xpRdq ď }f}L2xpRdq, it suffices to
prove (27) for p “ 8. The inequality [36, (A.66)], where µ “M{N , and a scaling argument yield
} expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}L8x pRdq À
MNd´1
p1`N |t|q d´12
}f}L1xpRdq . (28)
We now distinguish two cases. If |t| À N{M2, then Bernstein’s inequality (Lemma 2.5) yields that
} expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}L8x pRdq ÀM
d
2 } expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}L2xpRdq “M
d
2 }PM ;kf}L2xpRdq ÀMd}PM ;kf}L1xpRdq .
If |t| À N{M2, then (28) yields that
} expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}L8x pRdq À
MNd´1
pN |t|q d´12
}f}L1xpRdq “
Md
pM2N tq
d´1
2
}f}L1xpRdq À
Md
p1` M2N tq
d´1
2
}f}L1xpRdq .
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In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the case M “ 1. Then, (27) describes the linear evolution
on short time intervals more accurately than (28). As a corollary of the refined dispersive estimate, we
obtain the following refined Strichartz estimate.
Let 2 ď q, p ď 8. We call the pair pq, pq wave-admissible if
1
q
` d´ 1
2p
ď d´ 1
4
and pq, p, dq ‰ p2,8, 3q .
Corollary 2.13 (Refined Strichartz estimates [36]).
Let f P L2xpRdq, let k P Zd satisfy }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and let M ď N . Then, we have for all wave-admissible
pairs pq, pq that
} expp˘it|∇|qPM ;kf}LqtLpxpRˆRdq ÀM
d
2
´ 2
q
´ d
pN
1
q }PM ;kf}L2xpRdq (29)
The derivation of the refined Strichartz estimate from Lemma 2.12 follows from a standard TT ˚-argument,
and we therefore omit the proof. For the endpoint p2, 2pd ´ 1q{pd ´ 3qq, we also refer to [32]. Let us
emphasize two special cases: If M “ N , we obtain the usual scaling factor N d2´ 1q´ dp , and if M “ 1, we
obtain the factor N
1
q , which does not depend on p.
3 Probabilistic Strichartz estimates
In this section, we derive probabilistic Strichartz estimates (cf. [3, 26, 38]) and a probabilistic long-time
decay estimate (cf. [40]). To keep the exposition self-contained, we include the (short) proofs. Recall
from (25) that
fω1 :“
ÿ
lPZd
X0,lP0pϕlfq and fωN :“
ÿ
k,lPZd
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
Xk,lPkpϕlfq , where N ě 2 .
Lemma 3.1 (Probabilistic Strichartz estimate).
Let f P HsxpRdq and let fω be its microlocal randomization. Then, it holds for all N ě 1, all wave-
admissible exponent pairs pq, pq, and all 1 ď r ă 8 that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆRˆRdq À
?
rN
1
q
´s`}f}HsxpRdq . (30)
This estimate has previously appeared for the Wiener randomization in [26].
Proof. In the following, we implicitly assume that k P Zd always satisfies }k}8 P pN{2, N s. First, we
assume that 2 ď p, q ă 8, and that maxpp, qq ď r ă 8. Using Minkowski’s integral inequality (Lemma
2.3), Khintchine’s inequality (Lemma 2.2), and the refined dispersive estimate (Lemma 2.12), we have
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that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpx ď } expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LqtLpxLrω À
?
r} expp˘it|∇|qPkpϕlfq}LqtLpx`2k,l
ď ?r} expp˘it|∇|qPkpϕlfq}`2k,lLqtLpx À
?
rN
1
q }Pkpϕlfq}`2k,lL2x À
?
rN
1
q
´s}f}Hsx .
In the last inequality, we have also used Lemma 2.9. The estimate for 1 ď r ď maxpp, qq then follows from
Ho¨lder’s inequality. Thus, it remains to treat the cases q “ 8 and/or p “ 8. This is a know technical
issue, see [13, Remark 3.8] for a discussion. Both cases can be reduced to the previous estimate by using
Lemma 2.6 and Bernstein’s inequality.
Lemma 3.2 (Probabilistic long-time decay).
Let f P L2xpRdq and let fω be its microlocal randomization. Furthermore, let 1 ď q ă 8 and 2 ď p ď 8
be such that
1
q
` d´ 1
p
ă d´ 1
2
. (31)
Then, we have for all 1 ď r ă 8 that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆrT,8qˆRdq Àq,p
?
rN
1
q
´s`
ˆ
1` T
N
˙ 1
q
` d´1
p
´ d´1
2 }f}HsxpRdq. (32)
Lemma 3.2 has previously been used for a physical space randomization in [40, Proposition 3.1]. In contrast
to the standard Strichartz estimates, which are time-translation invariant, (32) provides a quantitative
decay rate. The motivation behind this estimate is illustrated in Figure 4. In this paper, we only require
the following special case.
Corollary 3.3.
Let f P L2xpR4q and let fω be its microlocal randomization. Then, we have for all θ ą 0 that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωL1tL8x pΩˆrN1`θ,8qˆR4q À
?
rN1´
θ
2
`}fN}L2xpR4q . (33)
Remark 3.4.
Due to (31), the L1tL
8
x -estimate fails logarithmically in three dimensions.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We essentially follow the argument in [40]. Let us first assume that 2 ď q, p ă 8.
We further assume that r ě maxpq, pq, the corresponding estimate for 1 ď r ă maxpq, pq then follows from
Ho¨lder’s inequality. Using Minkowski’s integral inequality (Lemma 2.3), Khintchine’s inequality (Lemma
2.2), and the refined dispersive estimate (Lemma 2.12), we have that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆrT,8qˆRdq
ď } expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LqtLpxLrωprT,8qˆRdˆΩq
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This figure illustrates the effect of the physical randomization on the linear evolution. At the point pt0, x0q, the
linear evolution depends on the initial data in a large region of space. Due to the physical randomization, the initial
data in different spatial regions cannot constructively interfere, and hence we expect an improved decay.
Figure 4: Effect of physical randomization
À ?r} expp˘it|∇|qPkpϕlfq}LqtLpx`2k,lprT,8qˆRdˆZd`dq
À ?r} expp˘it|∇|qPkpϕlfq}`2k,lLqtLpxpZd`dˆrT,8qˆRdq
À ?r
››››´1` |t|N ¯´pd´1qp 12´ 1p q}Pkpϕlfq}Lp1x
››››
`2k,lL
q
t pZd`dˆrT,8qq
À ?r
››››´1` |t|N ¯´pd´1qp 12´ 1p q
››››
Lqt prT,8qq
}Pkpϕlfq}`2k,lLp1x pZd`dˆRdq .
Using condition (31), we obtain››››´1` |t|N ¯´pd´1qp 12´ 1p q
››››
Lqt prT,8qq
À N 1q
ˆ
1` T
N
˙ 1
q
` d´1
p
´ d´1
2
Finally, from Lemma 2.9 we have that
}Pkpϕlfq}`2k,lLp1x pZd`dˆRdq À N
´s}f}Hsx .
This finishes the proof in the case 2 ď q, p ă 8. Using Bernstein’s inequality, we can reduce the case
p “ 8 to p ă 8. Thus, it remains to treat the range 1 ď q ă 2. Using a dyadic decomposition in time,
we have for all T ě N that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆrT,8qˆRdq
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ď
8ÿ
m“0
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆr2mT,2m`1T qˆRdq
ď
8ÿ
m“0
p2mT q 1q´ 12 } expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωL2tLpxpΩˆr2mT,2m`1T qˆRdq
À
8ÿ
m“0
p2mT q 1q´ 12N 12´s`
ˆ
2mT
N
˙ 1
2
` d´1
p
´ d´1
2 }f}Hsx
À N 1q´s`
ˆ
T
N
˙ 1
q
` d´1
p
´ d´1
2 }f}Hsx .
In the second last line, we used condition (31). For T ď N , we also have that
} expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωLqtLpxpΩˆrT,NqˆRdq À N
1
q
´ 1
2 } expp˘it|∇|qfωN}LrωL2tLpxpΩˆr0,NqˆRdq À N
1
q
´s`}f}Hsx .
Definition 3.5 (Auxiliary norm).
Let 0 ď s ă 1, let pf0, f1q P HspR4q ˆHs´1pR4q, and let N0 ě 1. We then define
}pf0, f1q}ZpN0q :“
ÿ
NěN0
N s`
θ
2
´1´δ
››››cospt|∇|qf0,N ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f1,N
››››
L1tL
8
x prN1`θ,8qˆR4q
`
ÿ
NěN0
N s´δ
››››cospt|∇|qf0,N ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f1,N
››››
L8t L8x pr0,8qˆR4q
From Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, it follows that
}pfω0 , fω1 q}LrωZp1q À
?
r}pf0, f1q}HsxˆHs´1x .
4 Wave packet decomposition
In this section, we use a wave packet decomposition to better understand the (random) linear evolution.
This part of the argument does not rely on the additional randomization in physical space. We therefore
phrase all results in a way that applies to both the microlocal and the Wiener randomization, and hope
that this facilitates future applications. With this in mind, we now rewrite the microlocal randomization
in a form that resembles the Wiener randomization.
Let the random variables tXk,luk,lPZd be as in Definition 1.2, let tkukPIYt0u be a family of independent
random signs, and set ´k “ k for all k P I. We can then define Yk,l :“ kXk,l. For a sequence of
multi-indices k, l1, . . . , lJ P Zd and any sequence of Borel-measurable sets A1, . . . , AJ Ď R, we have that
Ppk “ 1, Yk,l1 P A1, . . . , Yk,lJ P AJq “ Ppk “ 1, Xk,l1 P A1, . . . , Xk,lJ P AJq
“ Ppk “ 1q
Jź
j“1
PpXk,lj P Ajq “ Ppk “ 1q
Jź
j“1
PpYk,lj P Ajq .
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In the last equality, we have used that the random variables Xk,l are symmetric. Therefore, for a fixed
k P Zd, the family tku Ť tYk,lulPZd is independent. From this, it then easily follows that the whole family
tkukPIYt0u Ť tYk,lukPIYt0u,lPZd is independent. We then rewrite the microlocal randomization as
fω “
ÿ
k,lPZd
Xk,lPkpϕlfq “
ÿ
kPZd
kPkp
ÿ
lPZd
Yk,lϕlfq “
ÿ
kPZd
kfk, where fk :“ Pkp
ÿ
lPZd
Yk,lϕlfq . (34)
Due to the independence properties discussed above, we can regard the functions tfku as deterministic
by conditioning on the random variables tYk,luk,l, and only utilize the randomness through the random
signs tkuk. Note that (34) closely resembles the Wiener randomization.
To motivate the wave packet decomposition below, we now rewrite the linear evolution with initial data
pfω0 , fω1 q. Using the notation from (34), we first introduce the half-wave operators by writing
cospt|∇|qfω0 ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f
ω
1
“
ÿ
kPZd
k
ˆ
cospt|∇|qfω0;k ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f
ω
1;k
˙
“
ÿ
kPZd
k
„
exppit|∇|q
ˆ
f0;k ` i|∇|´1f1;k
2
˙
` expp´it|∇|q
ˆ
f0;k ´ i|∇|´1f1;k
2
˙
“:
ÿ
kPZd
k
“
exppit|∇|qf`k ` expp´it|∇|qf´k
‰
.
(35)
As in (25), we also decompose dyadically in frequency space, and write
F˘N :“
ÿ
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
k expp˘it|∇|qf˘k and FN :“ F`N ` F´N . (36)
Let k P Zd with }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and let l P Zd. We define the tubes T˘k,l by
T`k,l :“ tpt, xq P r0, N s ˆ Rd : }x´ pl ¯ t ¨ k{}k}2q}2 ď 1u . (37)
Here, the superscripts ˘ are chosen so that the tubes correspond to the operators expp˘it|∇|q. The
dimensions and the shape of the tubes are illustrated in the introduction, see Figure 2. Motivated by the
Doppler effect, the tubes T`k,l are sometimes called red tubes, and the tubes T
´
k,l are sometimes called blue
tubes.
Proposition 4.1 (Spatial wave packet decomposition).
Let k P Zd with }k}8 P pN{2, N s. Let fk P L2xpRdq be a function such that supp pfk Ď k ` r´1, 1sd. Then,
there exists a decomposition
fk “
ÿ
lPZd
fk,l
such that
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(i) supp xfk,l Ď k ` r´4, 4sd for all l P Z,
(ii) the family tfk,lulPZd satisfies the almost-orthogonality conditionÿ
lPZd
}fk,l}2L2xpRdq À }f}2L2xpRdq , (38)
(iii) and for any D ě 1, any l P Zd, and all pt, xq P r0, N s ˆ Rd, it holds that
| expp˘it|∇|qfk,lpxq| ÀD p1` distppt, xq, T˘k,lqq´D}fk}L2xpRdq . (39)
Wave packet decomposition as in Proposition 4.1 have been used extensively in the literature, see e.g.
[7, 19, 28, 31, 57] and the survey [51]. We present the details below, but encourage the expert reader to
skip ahead to the end of the proof.
Proof. We define the fattened projection
rPk :“ ÿ
}k1´k}8ď2
Pk1 .
Then, it holds that
f “ rPkf “ ÿ
lPZd
rPkpϕlfq “: ÿ
lPZd
fk,l .
The frequency support condition (i) directly follows from the definition of rPk. Furthermore, the almost
orthogonality (ii) follows fromÿ
lPZd
}fk,l}2L2xpRdq À
ÿ
lPZd
}ϕlfk}2L2xpRdq À }fk}2L2xpRdq .
Thus, it remains to prove the decay estimate (iii). We only treat the operator exppit|∇|q, since the proof
for expp´it|∇|q is similar. If N À 1, the estimate is trivial. Thus, we may assume that N " 1. The
argument is based on the method of non-stationary phase. For all t P r0, N s and x P Rd, we have that
exppit|∇|qfk,lpxq
“ 1
p2piq d2
ż
Rd
exppixξ ` it|ξ|q rψpξ ´ kqppϕl ˚ pfqpξqdξ
“ 1p2piqd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
exppixξ ` it|ξ|q rψpξ ´ kq expp´iypξ ´ ηqqϕpy ´ lq pfpηqdydηdξ
“ 1p2piqd exppixk ` it|k|q
ż
Rd
Kpη; t, xq expp´ilpk ´ ηqq pfpηqdη ,
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where the kernel Kpη; t, xq is given by
Kpη; t, xq :“
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
exppipx´ lqξ ` itp|ξ ` k| ´ |k|qq expp´iypξ ` k ´ ηqq rψpξqϕpyqdξdy .
Since suppϕ Ď r´1, 1sd, the function apξ; y, ηq :“ expp´iypξ ` k ´ ηqq rψpξqϕpyq has uniformly bounded
derivatives in ξ, i.e, we have for all α P Nd0 that |Bαξ apξ; y, ηq| Àα 1. Using the support conditions in the
variables y and η, it thus suffices to prove for all a P C8c pr´2, 2sdq thatˇˇˇˇż
Rd
exppipx´ lqξ ` itp|ξ ` k| ´ |k|qqapξqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ÀM p1` |x´ l ` t ¨ k{}k}2q´M . (40)
Due to the compact support of apξq, we restrict to |ξ| ď 2. The bound for |x´ l ` t ¨ k{}k}2| À 1 is trivial.
Thus, we may assume that |x´ l ` t ¨ k{}k}2| " 1. We define the phase function
Φkpξq “ Φkpξ; t, x, lq “ ipx´ lqξ ` itp|ξ ` k| ´ |k|q .
Then, we have that
∇ξΦkpξq “ ∇ξ
´
px´ lqξ ` tp|ξ ` k| ´ |k|q
¯
“ x´ l ` t ξ ` k|ξ ` k|
“ x´ l ` t k|k| ` t
´ |k| ´ |ξ ´ k|
|ξ ` k||k| k `
ξ
|ξ ` k|
¯
.
From the assumption |t| ď N , it follows that ∇ξΦk “ x´ l ` tk{|k| `Op1q. We also write
∇ξΦkpξq “ x´ l ` t k|k| ` tΨk
` ξ
|k|
˘ k
|k| ,
where
Ψkpνq :“ 1´ |ν ´ k{|k|||ν ` k{|k|| `
ν
|k{|k| ` ν| .
From rotation invariance, it follows easily that |∇αΨkpνq| Àα 1 for all |ν| ď 1{10, uniformly in k. This
leads to
|∇αΦkpξq| Àα |t||k||α|´1 À 1 for all |α| ě 2 .
We then rewrite the integral in (40) asż
Rd
exppipx´ lqξ ` itp|ξ ` k| ´ |k|qqapξqdξ
“
ż
Rd
˜ˆp´iq∇ξΦkpξq∇ξ
|∇Φkpξq|2
˙M
exppiΦkpξqq
¸
¨ apξqdξ
“
ż
Rd
exppiΦkpξqq
ˆ
∇ξ ¨ i∇ξΦkpξq|∇Φkpξq|2
˙M
apξqdξ .
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The inequality (40) then follows from the bounds on the phase function above.
The wave packet decomposition in Proposition 4.1 is valid on the time interval r0, N s, and the physical
localization deteriorates for larger times. When analyzing the linear evolution on an interval of the form
rt0, t0 `Nq, with t0 P NN0, we therefore use the wave packet decomposition of expp˘it0|∇|qfk. To state
the result, we set
T˘k,l;t0 :“ tpt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ Rd : }x´ pl ¯ pt´ t0q ¨ k{}k}2q}2 ď 1u .
Corollary 4.2 (Time-translated spatial wave packet decomposition).
Let k P Zd with }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and let t0 P NN0. Let fk P L2xpRdq be a function satisfying supp pfk Ď
k ` r´1, 1sd. Then, there exists a decomposition
expp˘it0|∇|qfk “
ÿ
lPZd
f˘k,l;t0
such that
(i) supp zf˘k,l;t0 Ď k ` r´2, 2sd for all l P Z,
(ii) the family tf˘k,l;t0ulPZd satisfies the almost-orthogonality conditionÿ
lPZd
}f˘k,l;t0}2L2xpRdq À }f}2L2xpRdq , (41)
(iii) and for any D ě 1, any l P Zd, and all pt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ Rd, it holds that
| expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0pxq| ÀD p1` distppt, xq, T˘k,l;t0qq´D}fk}L2xpRdq . (42)
Proof. We apply Proposition 4.1 to expp˘it0|∇|qfk.
As discussed in the introduction, we now group the wave packets into bushes and a (nearly) non-
overlapping collection (see Figure 3). This argument is inspired by Bourgain’s bush argument from
[7], and we also refer the reader to [56, Proposition 2.2].
Before we state main proposition, we define the truncated and fattened `8-cone
rKNt0,x0 :“ tpt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ R4 : }x´ x0}8 ď 16N ´ |t´ t0|u . (43)
The significance of rKNt0,x0 will be explained in Section 5.2 and Section 6. For now, we encourage the reader
to treat rKNt0,x0 as space-time cube of scale N .
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Proposition 4.3 (Wave packet decomposition and bushes).
Let tf˘k uk Ď L2xpRdq be a family of functions, where }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and supp xf˘k Ď k ` r´1, 1sd. Let
t0 P NN0, let x0 P NZd, and let the wave packets tf˘k,l;t0u be as in Corollary 4.2. Furthermore, let QNt0,x0
be a collection of disjoint space-time cubes with sidelength „ N δ covering rKNt0,x0 . We group the wave
packets according to their amplitude by setting
Am “ A N,˘m,t0,x0 :“ tpk, lq P Zd ˆ Zd : }f˘k,l;t0}L2xpRdq P r2m, 2m`1s, }l ´ x0}8 ď 3Nu . (44)
Then, there exists a family of bushes tBj,muj “ tBN,˘j,m,t0,x0uj , where j “ 1, . . . , JN,˘m,t0,x0 , and a nearly
non-overlapping set Dm “ DN,˘m,t0,x0 , depending only on the set Am, so that the following holds:
(i) The sets form a partition of Am, i.e.,
Am “ Dm
‚ď ˆ ‚Ť
j“1,...,JBj,m
˙
(45)
(ii) We have the bound on the number of wave packetsÿ
x0PNZd
ÿ
mPZ
22m#A N,˘m,t0,x0 À
ÿ
k
}fk}2L2xpRdq . (46)
(iii) Each bush Bj,m contains at least µ “ µpN,mq :“ N´ 12#Am wave packets.
(iv) For each bushBj,m, all corresponding wave packets intersect in the same region of space-time. More
precisely, there exists a cube Q P QNt0,x0 s.t.
T˘k,l;t0
Ş
2Q ‰ H @pk, lq P Bj,m . (47)
(v) At µ “ N´ 12#Am wave packets in Dm overlap, i.e., we have for all cubes Q P QNt0,x0 that
#tpk, lq P Dm : T˘k,l;t0
Ş
2Q ‰ Hu ă P . (48)
The choice of the number of packets/multiplicity µ “ N´ 12#Am will be justified in the proof of Proposition
6.1, see (65). The parameter µ corresponds to the multiplicity parameter in Bourgain’s bush argument,
see [56, Proposition 2.2].
Remark 4.4.
We will later apply this proposition to a set of random functions tkf˘k uk. From (44), it follows that the
sets Am, and hence also Bj,m and Dm, do not depend on the random signs tku.
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Proof. Let us first prove the inequality in (ii). From Corollary 4.2, it follows thatÿ
x0PNZd
ÿ
mPZ
22m#A N,˘m,t0,x0 À
ÿ
k,lPZd
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
}f˘k,l;t0}2L2x À
ÿ
kPZd}k}8PpN{2,Ns
}f˘k }2L2x .
We now construct the sets BN,˘j,m,t0,x0 and D
N,˘
m,t0,x0
. To simplify the expressions, we drop the super- and
subscripts ˘, N, t0, and x0 from our notation. The basic idea is to form the bushes through a greedy
selection algorithm. For any Q P QNt0,x0 , we define
TmpQq :“ tpk, lq P Am : Tk,l Ş Q ‰ Hu . (49)
We further set T
p1q
m pQq :“ TmpQq. We then choose a cube Q1 P QNt0,x0 such that
#T p1qm pQ1q “ max
QPQNt0,x0
#T p1qm pQq ,
and define the first bush as B1,m :“ T p1qm pQ1q. By setting
T p2qm pQq “ T p1qm pQqzB1,m ,
we remove all of the wave packets in the first bush from the collection. We then iteratively define
Bj,m :“ T pjqm pQjq, where
#T pjqm pQjq “ max
QPQNt0,x0
#T pjqm pQq ,
and the collections T
pjq
m pQq are defined as T pj´1qm pQqzBj´1,m. Once T pj`1qm pQj`1q ă µ, we no longer
create a new bush, and instead stop the algorithm. Since Am contains at most „ N8 wave packets, the
greedy selection algorithm terminates after finitely many steps. From the construction, we see that the
sets Bj,m Ď Zd ˆ Zd are disjoint (even though the corresponding tubes may still overlap). Finally, we
define the collection Dm by
Dm :“ AmzŤJj“1Bj,m .
The properties (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) then follow directly from the construction.
We now prove a probabilistic estimate for the wave packets with random coefficients.
Proposition 4.5 (Square-root cancellation for wave packets).
Let tf˘k uk Ď L2xpRdq be a deterministic family of functions, where k P Zd satisfies }k}8 P pN{2, N s, and
assume that
ř
k }f˘k }2L2xpRdq À 1. Let θ ą 0 be a parameter, and let Cd ą 0 be any large absolute constant.
Then, we have for all m P Z satisfying ´Cd logpNq ď m ď Cd logpNq that
E
«
sup
t0“0,...tNθuN
x0PNZd
sup
j“1,...,JN,˘m,tn,x0
›››řpk,lqPBN,˘j,m,t0,x0 k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
L8t,xpRˆRdq
2mp#BN,˘j,m,t0,x0q
1
2
ff
À N δd (50)
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and
E
«
sup
t0“0,...tNθuN
x0PNZd
›››řpk,lqPDN,˘m,t0,x0 k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
L8t L8x prt0,t0`NsˆRdq
2mµ
1
2
ff
À N δd . (51)
Here, µ “ N´ 12#A N,˘m,t0,x0 is as in Proposition 4.3. To be perfectly precise, we use the convention 0{0 :“ 0
in (51).
The expressions in (50) and (51) may seem complicated. To make sense of them, recall that the square
function heuristic predicts that
ř
k kak is roughly of size „ p
ř
k a
2
kq
1
2 . Then, Proposition 4.5 simply states
that the square function heuristic can be justified for all relevant amplitudes, for all relevant times, all
positions, all families of bushes, and all non-overlapping collections.
For instance, let us heuristically motivate (51). By the definition of DN,˘m,t0,x0 , any fixed point in the
space-time region rt0, t0 `N s ˆ Rd is contained in the (moral) support of at most µ wave packets. Since
each of the wave packets has amplitude „ 2m, and they all correspond to different frequencies k P Zd, the
square-function heuristic predicts a contribution of size „ 2mµ 12 .
Proof. In this proof, we make extensive use of Lemma 2.4. First, we prove that the suprema in (50) and
(51) are over at most NOpCdq-many terms. From (46), it follows for all m ě ´Cd logpNq thatÿ
x0PNZd
#A N,˘m,t0,x0 À 2´2m
ÿ
k,l
}f˘k,l}2L2xpRdq À 2´2m
ÿ
k
}f˘k }2L2xpRdq À N2Cd .
Thus, this bounds the number of all wave packets with amplitude „ 2m. Since each bush BN,˘j,m,t0,x0
contains at least one wave packet, the supremum in (50) is over at most OpN2Cdq non-zero terms. The
same applies to the non-overlapping families DN,˘m,t0,x0 in (51). From Lemma 2.4, it then suffices to obtain
uniform sub-gaussian bounds on each individual term in (50) and (51).
We start with the contribution of the bushes. To simplify the notation, we write Bj,m “ BN,˘j,m,t0,x0 . From
Bernstein’s inequality and Lemma 2.6, we have for all 2 ď p ă 8 that››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0
›››
L8t L8x pRˆRdq
ď N d`1p
››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0
›››
LptL
p
xpRˆRdq
.
Before we utilize the randomness, we observe that for each k P Zd at most OpN δdq tubes T˘k,l;t0 can
intersect a space-time cube of sidelength „ N δ. As a result, it follows from (47) that
#tl P Zd : pk, lq P Bj,mu À N δd .
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For all p ď r ă 8, we then obtain from Minkowski’s integral inequality, Khintchine’s inequality, and the
refined Strichartz estimate (Corollary 2.13) that››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0
›››
LrωL
8
t L
8
x pΩˆRˆRdq
À N d`1p
››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0
›››
LptL
p
xLrωpRˆRdˆΩq
À ?rN d`1p
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
´ ÿ
l : pk,lqPBj,m
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0
¯2˙ 12 ›››
LptL
p
xpRˆRdq
À ?rN d`1p ` δd2
››› expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0›››LptLpx`2k,lpRˆRdˆBj,mq
À ?rN d`1p ` δd2
››› expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf`k,l;t0›››`2k,lLptLpxpBj,mˆRˆRdq
À ?rN d`2p ` δd2
›››f`k,l;t0›››`2k,lL2xpBj,mˆRdq
À ?rN d`2p ` δd2 2mp#Bj,mq 12 .
By taking p ě 2 to be sufficiently large, we then obtain the desired sub-gaussian bound. This completes
the proof of (50).
We now control the contribution of a single non-overlapping family Dm “ DN,˘m,t0,x0 . For the technical
aspects of this part, recall that the collection QNt0,x0 from Proposition 4.3 covers rKNt0,x0 , but due the
definition of Am in (44), all the tubes T
˘
k,l;t0
with indices in Dm are contained in the region }x´x0}8 ď 6N .
This gives us sufficient room for the following argument.
We let 2 ď p ă 8. As before, it follows from Bernstein’s inequality and Lemma 2.6 that››› ÿ
pk,lqPDN,˘m,t0,x0
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
L8t L8x prt0,t0`NsˆRdq
À N d`1p
››› ÿ
pk,lqPDN,˘m,t0,x0
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
LptL
p
xprt0,t0`NsˆRdq
For all p ď r ă 8, we then obtain from Minkowski’s integral inequality and Khintchine’s inequality that››› ÿ
pk,lqPDm
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
LrωL
8
t L
8
x pΩˆrt0,t0`NsˆRdq
À N d`1p
››› ÿ
pk,lqPDm
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
LptL
p
xLrωprt0,t0`NsˆRdˆΩq
À ?rN d`1p
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
LptL
p
xprt0,t0`NsˆRdq
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À ?rN d`1p
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
LptL
p
xp rKNt0,x0 q
`?rN d`1p
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
LptL
p
xpprt0,t0`NsˆRdqz rKNt0,x0 q
Since µ “ N´ 12#Am ě N´ 12 , the bound on prt0, t0`N sˆRdqz rKNt0,x0 easily follows from the decay estimate
(42). Thus, we now control the contribution on rKNt0,x0 . From Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have that›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
LptL
p
xp rKNt0,x0 q
À N d`1p
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
L8t L8x p rKNt0,x0 q
Now pick any cube Q P QNt0,x0 . In analogy to (49), we define the collection of “remaining” tubes by
T rmpQq :“ tpk, lq P Dm : T˘k,l;t0
Ş
2Q ‰ Hu .
From Proposition 4.3, it follows that #T rmpQq ď µ. As above, we have for each frequency k P Zd the
bound #tl P Zd : pk, lq P T rmpQqu À N δd. Using the decay estimate (49) to treat distant wave packets, we
obtain ›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDm
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
L8t L8x pQq
À
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPT rmpQq
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
L8t L8x pQq
`
›››ˆ ÿ
kPZd
` ÿ
l : pk,lqPDmzT rmpQq
expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
˘2˙ 12 ›››
L8t L8x pQq
À N δd2
››› expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0›››L8t L8x `2k,lpQˆT rmpQqq `N´10Cd
À N δd2 2mp#T rmpQqq
1
2 `N´10Cd
À N δd2 2mµ 12 .
After taking the supremum over all cubes Q P QNt0,x0 , we finally arrive at››› ÿ
pk,lqPDm
k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
LrωL
8
t L
8
x pΩˆrt0,t0`NsˆRdq
À ?rN2 d`2p ` δd2 2mµ 12 .
By choosing p ě 2 sufficiently large, we arrive at the desired sub-gaussian bound.
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Definition 4.6 (Wave packet “norm”).
Let pf0, f1q P HspRdq ˆ Hs´1pRdq and let f˘k be defined as in (34) and (35). For any N0 ě 1, we then
define the wave packet “norm” of the random data pfω0 , fω1 q by
}pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpN0q :“
ÿ
NěN0|m|ďCd logpNq
N´2δd sup
t0“0,...tNθuN
x0PNZd
sup
j“1,...,JN,˘m,t0,x0
›››řpk,lqPBN,˘j,m,t0,x0 k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
L8t L8x pRˆRdq
2mp#BN,˘j,m,t0,x0q
1
2
`
ÿ
NěN0|m|ďCd logpNq
N´2δd sup
t0“0,...tNθuN
x0PNZd
›››řpk,lqPDN,˘m,t0,x0 k expp˘ipt´ t0q|∇|qf˘k,l;t0
›››
L8t L8x prt0,t0`NsˆRdq
2mµ
1
2
While the quantity }pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpN0q measures the size of the wave packets (over their expected size), it
is certainly far from being an actual norm.
Corollary 4.7.
Let pf0, f1q P HspRdq ˆ Hs´1pRdq and let f˘k be defined as in (34) and (35). Furthermore, we assume
that N0 “ N0ptYk,luq satisfies ÿ
}k}8ěN0{2
´
}f0;k}2L2xpRdq ` }f1;k}29H´1x pRdq
¯
À 1 .
Then, it holds that
E}pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpN0q ă 8 ,
where E denotes the expectation over the random signs tku.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 4.5 and Definition 4.6.
For the bootstrap argument in Section 6, it will be convenient to create a small forcing term by truncating
to high frequencies. If Nhi “ Nhipωq is a (possibly random) frequency parameter, we set
Fhi :“
ÿ
NěNhi
ˆ
cospt|∇|qfω0,N ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| f
ω
1,N
˙
. (52)
Proposition 4.8 (Truncation to high frequencies).
Let 0 ă η ď 1 be an absolute constant and let s ą 13 . Let pf0, f1q P HsxpR4q ˆ Hs´1x pR4q, let pfω0 , fω1 q
be their microlocal randomizations, and let tf˘k u be as in (34) and (35). Then, there exists a random
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frequency parameter Nhi ě η´1 such that
}pPěNhi{4fω0 , PěNhi{4fω1 q}HsˆHs´1 ď η ,
}pfω0 , fω1 q}ZpNhiq ď η ,
}pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpNhiq ď η ,
}Fhi}L3tL6xpRˆR4q ď η .
Proof. We only need to combine the previous estimates. From Lemma 2.11, it follows thatÿ
Ně2
ÿ
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
´
N2s}f0;k}2L2x `N2ps´1q}f1;k}2L2x
¯
ă 8 a.s.
From dominated convergence, it then follows that there exists some random frequency Nhi,1, depending
only on the random variables tYk,lu, satisfyingÿ
NěNhi,1
ÿ
}k}8PpN{2,Ns
´
N2s}f0;k}2L2x `N2ps´1q}f1;k}2L2x
¯
ď η a.s.
From Corollary 4.7, it then follows that
E}pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpNhi,1q ă 8 .
From dominated convergence, it follows that there exists a random frequency Nhi,2, depending on the
random variables tku and tYk,lu, which satisfies
}pfω0 , fω1 q}WPpNhi,2q ď η a.s.
By similar arguments, it also follows from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 that there exists random
frequencies Nhi,3 and Nhi,4 such that
}pfω0 , fω1 q}ZpNhi,3q ď η and
ÿ
NěNhi,4
››› cospt|∇|qfω0,N ` sinpt|∇|q|∇| fω1,N›››L3tL6xpRˆR4q ď η
For the second inequality, we have used the condition s ą 13 .
By choosing Nhi :“ maxp4Nhi,1, Nhi,2, Nhi,3, Nhi,4, η´1q, we arrive at the desired conclusion.
5 Nonlinear evolution: Local well-posedness, stability theory, and flux
estimates
In this section, we first apply to Da Prato-Debussche trick [20] to the nonlinear wave equation with
random initial data. Then, we recall certain properties of the (forced) energy critical nonlinear wave
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equation. In our exposition of the local well-posedness and stability theory, we mainly rely on [26]. The
flux estimate already played a major role in the author’s work on almost sure scattering for the radial
energy critical NLW [13], and we loosely follow parts of [13, Section 6].
Let Nhi be as in Proposition 4.8, and let F “ Fhi be as in (52). We then decompose the solution u of (5)
by setting v :“ u´ F . Then, the nonlinear component v solves the forced nonlinear wave equation#
´Bttv `∆v “ pv ` F q3 pt, xq P Rˆ R4 ,
v|t“0 “ v0 P 9H1, Btv|t“0 “ v1 P L2 ,
(53)
where v0 :“ u0 ` fω0,ăNhi and v1 :“ u1 ` fω1,ăNhi . The randomness in the initial data pv0, v1q is not
important, and we treat it as arbitrary data in the energy space. For the rest of this section, we treat
F as an arbitrary forcing term in L3tL
6
xpR ˆ R4q, since the finer properties of F will only be relevant in
Section 6.
5.1 Local well-posedness and stability theory
In this section, we recall the local well-posedness of (53). Using stability theory, we recall the reduction of
Theorem 1.3 to an a-priori energy bound. These results are well-known in the literature, see e.g. [26, 44].
Lemma 5.1 (Local well-posedness [26, Lemma 3.1]).
Let pv0, v1q P 9H1pR4qˆL2pR4q and F P L3tL6xpr0,8qˆR4q. Then, there exists a time T ą 0 and a unique
solution v : r0, T q ˆ R4 Ñ R satisfying
v P C0t 9H1xpr0, T q ˆ R4q
Ş
L3tL
6
xpr0, T q ˆ R4q and Btv P C0t L2xpr0, T q ˆ R4q .
Using stability theory, [26] proved the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2 (Reduction to an a-priori energy bound [26, Theorem 1.3]).
Let pv0, v1q P 9H1pR4q ˆL2pR4q and F P L3tL6xpRˆR4q. Let v be a solution of (53), and let T` ą 0 be its
maximal time of existence. Furthermore, assume the a-priori energy bound
sup
tPr0,T`q
Ervsptq ă 8 .
Then, v is a global solution and satisfies the global space-time bound }v}L3tL6xpr0,8qˆR4q ă 8. As a result,
there exist a scattering states pv`0 , v`1 q P 9H1pR4q ˆ L2pR4q such that
lim
tÑ`8 }pvptq ´W ptqpv
`
0 , v
`
1 q, Btvptq ´ BtW ptqpv`0 , v`1 qq} 9H1ˆL2 “ 0 .
Using Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, we have reduced the proof of Theorem 1.3 to an a-priori bound
on the energy of v.
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5.2 Flux estimates
As before, we let v : I ˆ R4 Ñ R be a solution to the forced equation (53). Recall that the (symmetric)
energy-momentum tensor for the energy critical nonlinear wave equation is given by
T 00 “ T 00rvs :“ 1
2
`pBtvq2 ` |∇v|2˘` 1
4
v4 ,
T j0 “ T j0rvs :“ ´Btv ¨ Bxjv ,
T jk “ T jkrvs :“ BxjvBxkv ´
δjk
4
p´Btt `∆qpv2q ` δjk
2
v4 .
The component T 00 is the energy density, the component T j0 is the j-th momentum/energy flux, and the
components T jk are called the momentum flux. If v solves the energy critical nonlinear wave equation
(1), then the energy-momentum tensor is divergence free. This fails for solutions to the forced equation
(53); however, one can still expect that the error terms have lower order. Setting N “ pv ` F q3 ´ v3, a
short computation shows that
BtT 00 ` BxkT 0k “ ´N Btv , (54)
BtT j0 ` BxkT jk “ N Bxjv ´
1
2
Bxj pN vq . (55)
As in earlier work on almost sure scattering for radial data [13, 26, 27, 33], the main goal of this paper is
to bound the energy of v. In terms of the energy-momentum tensor, the (total) energy can be written as
Ervsptq :“
ż
R4
T 00pt, xqdx .
For future use, we record the following consequence of (54).
Lemma 5.3 (Total energy increment).
Let v : I ˆ R4 Ñ R be a solution of (53), and let a, b P I with a ď b. Then, we have that
Epbq ´ Epaq “ ´
ż b
a
ż
R4
N Btvdxdt ď 6
ż b
a
ż
R4
|F ||v|2|Btv|dxdt` 3
ż b
a
ż
R4
|F |3|Btv|dxdt . (56)
We will later see that the second summand on the right-hand side of (56) can be bounded directly using
Ho¨lder’s inequality and probabilistic Strichartz estimates. In contrast, no such estimate is available for
the first summand, and we need the wave packet decomposition to control this term.
Once we employ the wave packet decomposition, it will be natural to study the energy on a time and
length scale „ N ě 1. We fix t0 P NN0 and x0 P NZ4, and define the local energy
ENt0,x0rvsptq :“
ż
}x´x0}8ď2N´|t´t0|
T 00pt, xqdx, where t P rt0, t0 `N s . (57)
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In this figure, we illustrate the truncated `8-cone, and its decomposition into smaller cones. The blue lines are
the edges of a large `8-cone. The red and green squares are the tops of smaller truncated cones. In the lower left
corner, we have drawn a single one of these smaller cones. As can be seen from this figure, no smaller cone has to
exit the large cone.
Figure 5: Decomposition of the `8-cone
Thus, this definition is adapted to the truncated `8-cone KNt0,x0 , which is given by
KNt0,x0 :“ tpt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ R4 : }x´ x0}8 ď 2N ´ |t´ t0|u . (58)
It might be more appropriate to call KNt0,x0 a pyramid (see Figure 5); unfortunately, the letter P is already
heavily used in our notation, so that we decided to use the letter K. Our reason for using the `8-norm,
instead of the more common `2-norm, lies in the induction on scales argument (Proposition 56). Then, it
will be an advantage to write KNt0,x0 as the union of finitely overlapping smaller cones K
M
τ0,y0 , which are
contained in KNt0,x0 . Using finite speed of propagation and the inequality } ¨ }`8pR4q ď } ¨ }`2pR4q, one can
still meaningfully restrict the nonlinear wave equation to KNt0,x0 .
Lemma 5.4 (Local energy increment).
Let v be a solution to the forced equation (53), let N ě 1, let t0 P NN0, and let x0 P NZ4. Then, we
have that
sup
tPrt0,t0`Ns
ENt0,x0rvsptq ď ENt0,x0rvspt0q ` 6
ż
KNt0,x0
|F ||v|2|Btv|dxdt` 3
ż
KNt0,x0
|F |3|Btv|dxdt . (59)
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Proof. Using (54), we have that
d
dt
ENt0,x0rvsptq “ ´
ż
}x´x0}8
“2N´|t´t0|
T 00dσpxq `
ż
}x´x0}8
ď2N´|t´t0|
BtT 00dx
“
ż
}x´x0}8
“2N´|t´t0|
p´T 00 ` T 0jνjqdσpxq ´
ż
}x´x0}8
ď2N´|t´t0|
N Btvdx
Here, ν is the outward unit normal to the cube. From Cauchy-Schwarz, it follows that |T 0jνj | ď
|Btv|}∇v}2 ď T 00. After integrating in time, this completes the proof.
To simplify the notation, we now write
ENt0,x0rvs :“ sup
tPrt0,t0`Ns
ENt0,x0rvsptq . (60)
In the following, we want to deduce a flux estimate for the solution v of the forced NLW (53). Here, we
encounter a minor technical problem. Let pt1, x1q P KNt0,x0 be a point in the truncated `8-cone. We then
want to control the potential |v|4 on the truncated light-cone
CNt1,x1 :“ tpt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ R4 : |t´ t1| “ }x´ x1}2u .
Unfortunately, CNt1,x1 may not be contained in K
N
t0,x0 , and hence we cannot expect to bound this solely
by ENt0,x0rvs. Since the flux estimate is derived through a monotonicity formula for the local energy, this
issue persists even if we are only interested in the portion of CNt1,x1 intersecting K
N
t0,x0 . To solve this
problem, while still keeping the same energy increment as in (59), we introduce the notion of a locally
forced solution.
Definition 5.5 (Locally forced solution).
Let t0 P NN0 and x0 P NZ4. We call w : Rˆ R4 Ñ R a KNt0,x0-locally forced solution if it solves#´Bttw `∆w “ p1KNt0,x0F ` wq3 pt, xq P Rˆ R4
w|t“t0 “ w0 P 9H1pR4q, Btw|t“t0 “ w1 P L2pR4q
. (61)
We also require that the functions pw0, w1q agree with pvpt0q, Btvpt0qq on the cube }x´ x0}8 ď 2N .
Remark 5.6.
From finite speed of propagation, it follows that w|KNt0,x0 “ v|KNt0,x0 .
For the same reasons as described in the last paragraph, we also use the energy on a slightly larger region.
To this end, we define
rENt0,x0rwsptq :“ ż}x´x0}8ď16N´|t´t0| T 00rwspt, xqdx, where t P rt0, t0 `N s .
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Thus, this definition is adapted to the fattened cone rKNt0,x0 , which is defined in (43). We also setrENt0,x0rws :“ sup
tPrt0,t0`Ns
rENt0,x0rwsptq . (62)
Lemma 5.7 (Local flux estimate).
Let t0 P NN0, let x0 P NZ4, and let w be a KNt0,x0-locally forced solution. Then, we have that
sup
t1Prt0,t0`Ns
}x1´x0}`8ď8N
ż
}x´x1}2“|t´t1|
tPrt0,t0`Ns
w4
4
dσpt, xq ď 4rENt0,x0 ` 12 ż
KNt0,x0
|F |p|w| ` |F |q2|Btw|dxdt . (63)
We emphasize that, even though the energy rENt0,x0 is measured on a truncated `8-cone, the flux is still
controlled on a light cone. The estimate (63), however, only controls w on a lower-dimensional surface in
space-time, and thus cannot directly be used to bound the energy increment. In our main argument, we
rely on the following averaged version.
Lemma 5.8 (Averaged local flux estimate).
Let N ě Nhi, let t0 P NN0, let x0 P NZ4, and let w be a KNt0,x0-locally forced solution. Then, we have
that
rFNt0,x0 :“ sup
t1Prt0,t0`Ns
}x1´x0}8ď4N
ż
|}x´x1}2´|t´t1||ďN10δ
tPrt0,t0`Ns
w4
4
dxdt (64)
À N40δ
¨˚
˚˝rENt0,x0 ` ż
KNt0,x0
|F |p|w| ` |F |q2|Btw|dxdt
‹˛‹‚ .
The appeareance of N10δ is for technical reasons only, and the reader is encouraged to mentally replaced
it by 1. This will later help us to deal with the spatial tails of the wave packets.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. For the duration of this proof, we define
eptq :“
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
T 00pt, xqdx
From finite speed of propagation, we expect eptq to be (nearly) non-increasing on rt0, t1s and non-decreasing
on rt1, t0 `N s. From the assumptions above, it follows that }x´ x1}2 ď |t´ t1| implies
}x´ x0}8 ď }x´ x1}8 ` }x1 ´ x0}8 ď }x´ x1}2 ` 8N ď |t´ t1| ` 8N ď 10N ´ |t´ t0| .
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Thus, we obtain that eptq ď rENt0,x0 for all t P rt0, t0 `N s. Using (54), we obtain for all t P rt1, t0 `N s that
d
dt
eptq “
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
BtT 00pt, xqdx`
ż
}x´x1}2“|t´t1|
T 00pt, xqdσpxq
“ ´
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
N Btvdx´
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
BxkT 0kdx`
ż
}x´x1}2“|t´t1|
T 00pt, xqdσpxq
“ ´
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
N Btvdx`
ż
}x´x1}2“|t´t1|
pT 00pt, xq ` T 0kνkqdσpxq
ě ´6
ż
}x´x1}2ď|t´t1|
|F |p|F | ` |v|q2|Btv|dx`
ż
}x´x1}2“|t´t1|
v4
4
dσpxq .
Integrating this inequality in time, we obtain the result on rt1, t0`N s. The bound on rt0, t1s is similar.
Proof of Lemma 5.8. Since N ě Nhi ě η´1, we have that N10δ ! N . We then simply integrate (63) over
a spatial ball of radius „ N10δ around x1.
6 The energy increment and induction on scales
We are now ready to finally bound the energy increment of the nonlinear component v. The argument
roughly splits into two parts: A single scale analysis and induction on scales.
For technical reasons, we define a flux-term involving a thinner neighborhood of the cone. More precisely,
we let
FNt0,x0rws :“ suppt1,x1qPrt0,t0`NsˆR4
}x1´x0}8ď4N
ż
|}x´x1}2´|t´t1||ďN5δ
tPrt0,t0`Ns
w4
4
dxdt
Recall that the light-cone in rFNt0,x0rws, as defined in (64), has width N10δ.
Proposition 6.1 (Single-scale energy increment).
Let N ě 1. Let t0 P NN0, where 0 ď t0{N ď tN θu, and let x0 P NZ4. Furthermore, let w1, w2 P
L8t L4xpRˆ R4q and w3 P L8t L2xpRˆ R4q. Then,ż
KNt0,x0
|FM ||w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À ηN 34´s`8δp}w1}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FNt0,x0rw1sq
1
4 p}w2}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FNt0,x0rw2sq
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
We have two separate reasons for introducing the auxiliary functions w1, w2, and w3. First, it emphasizes
that the proof does not depend on the evolution equation of the nonlinear component. Second, it allows
us to pass to smaller spatial scales than N with minimal notational effort, see Corollary 6.2.
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Proof. If 1 ď N ă Nhi, there is nothing to show. Thus, we may assume that N ě Nhi.
Step 1: Wave packet decomposition. Recall from (35) and (36) that
FωN “
ÿ
k
k exppit|∇|qf`k `
ÿ
k
k expp´it|∇|qf´k .
We only control the contribution of
ř
k k exppit|∇|qf`k , the other estimate is nearly identical. Then, we
may also drop the superscript ` from our notation. We now apply Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.3 to
the family tkfkuk, and let the sets Am,Bj,m, and Dm be as in Proposition 4.3. As before, we implicitly
restrict to }k}8 P pN{2, N s. We also write fk,l “ fk,l;t0 .
Step 2: Distant wave packets and extreme amplitudes. On a heuristic level, the wave packets whose tubes
Tk,l do not intersect K
N
t0,x0 should not contribute to the integral. We now make this precise using the
decay estimate (42). Indeed,ż
KNt0,x0
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPZ4ˆZ4:
}l´x0}8ą3N
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À N
››› ÿ
pk,lqPZ4ˆZ4:
}l´x0}8ą3N
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
›››
L8t L8x pKNt0,x0 q
}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À N
´ ÿ
pk,lqPZ4ˆZ4:
}l´x0}8ą3N
N´100p1` }x0 ´ l}2q´100}fk}L2xpR4q
¯
}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À N´99`2
´ ÿ
kPZ4
}fk}2L2xpR4q
¯ 1
2 }w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN 34´s}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
Thus, this contribution is acceptable. It remains to control the wave packets with indices in
Ť
mPZAm. We
now use crude estimates to reduce to „ logpNq amplitude scales. Let m ď ´20 logpNq. Since #Am À N8,
we have thatż
KNt0,x0
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPAm
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À N
´ ÿ
pk,lqPAm
} exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l}L8t L8x pRˆR4q
¯
}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À N2m#Am}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À 2mN9}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
Summing this inequality over all m ď ´20 logpNq, we obtain thatż
KNt0,x0
ˇˇˇ ÿ
mď´20 logpNq
ÿ
pk,lqPAm
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
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À N´11}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN 34´s}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
Finally, if Am ‰ H, then #Am ě 1. This implies that
2m ď 2mp#Amq 12 À
¨˝ÿ
k,l
}fk,l}2L2pR4q‚˛
1
2
À ηN´s .
For a sufficiently small absolute constant η ą 0, this implies that m ď 0. This completes the crude part
of the argument. Step 3: Bushes. First, we define the fattened tubes by
rTk,l :“ tpt, xq P rt0, t0 `N s ˆ Rd : |x´ pl ´ t ¨ k{}k}2q| ď N2δu .
Furthermore, we define the collection of fattened tubes corresponding to a bush by
rT pBj,mq :“ Ťpk,lqPBj,m rTk,l .
With these definitions in hand, we now writeż
KNt0,x0
ˇˇˇ Jÿ
j“1
ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
ď
Jÿ
j“1
ż
rT pBj,mq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
`
Jÿ
j“1
ż
KNt0,x0
z rT pBj,mq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
Using that all tubes in Bj,m pass through the same space-time cube of size „ N δ, we obtain from
Proposition 4.8 that
Jÿ
j“1
ż
rT pBj,mq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À
Jÿ
j“1
N
1
2
››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
›››
L8t,xpRˆR4q
}w1}L4t,xp rT pBj,mqq}w2}L4t,xp rT pBj,mqq}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN 12`8δ2m
´ Jÿ
j“1
p#Bj,mq 12
¯
FNt0,x0rw1s
1
4FNt0,x0rw2s
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
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À ηN 12`8δ2m
´ Jÿ
j“1
Bj,m
¯
µ´
1
2FNt0,x0rw1s
1
4FNt0,x0rw2s
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN 12`8δ2mp#Amqµ´ 12FNt0,x0rw1s
1
4FNt0,x0rw2s
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
Here, µ denotes the minimum number of packets inside a single bush, see Proposition 4.3. Using the
decay estimate (42), we control the contributions outside the rT pBj,mq by
Jÿ
j“1
ż
KNt0,x0
z rT pBj,mq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À N
Jÿ
j“1
››› ÿ
pk,lqPBj,m
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
›››
L8t,xpKNt0,x0z rT pBj,mqq}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À N1N´1002m
´ Jÿ
j“1
#Bj,m
¯
}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN 34´s}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
In the last line, we have used that 2mp#Amq 12 À η and #Am À N8.
Step 4: Disjoint wave packets. We now control the contribution of the almost disjoint family Dm. If
µ ă 1, then Dm is empty, and there is nothing to prove. If µ ě 1, it follows from Proposition 4.8 thatż
KNt0,x0
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pk,lqPDm
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
ˇˇˇ
|w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À N
››› ÿ
pk,lqPDm
k exppipt´ t0q|∇|qfk,l
›››
L8t,xpKNx0 q
}w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηN1`8δ2mµ 12 }w1}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w2}L8t L4xpRˆR4q}w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q.
Step 5: Finishing the proof.
In total, we have shown thatż
KNt0,x0
|FM ||w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À ηN8δ
´
N
3
4
´s `N2mµ 12 `N 12 2mp#Amqµ´ 12
¯
p}w1}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FNt0,x0rw1sq
1
4
¨ p}w2}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FNt0,x0rw2sq
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q .
(65)
Due to our choice µ :“ N´ 12#Am in Proposition 4.3, this completes the proof.
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Corollary 6.2 (Coarse-scale energy increment).
Let N ě 1. Let t0 P NN0, with 0 ď t0{N ď tN θu, and let x0 P NZ4. Let w be a KNt0,x0-locally forced
solution. Then, we have for all M ě N thatż
KNt0,x0
|FM ||w|2|Btw|dxdt À ηM 34´s`8δ rENt0,x0rws 12 ´rENt0,x0rws ` rFNt0,x0rws¯ 12 . (66)
We refer to Corollary 6.2 as a coarse scale estimate since the wave packets in FM are atleast as long as
the length of KNt0,x0 (in time).
Proof. As before, we may take M ě Nhi. We distinguish two different cases. If M ě N 43 , we obtain from
Proposition 4.8 thatż
KNt0,x0
|FM ||w|2|Btw|dxdt ď N}FM}L8t L8x pRˆR4q}w}2L8t L4xpKNt0,x0 q}Btw}L8t L2xpKNt0,x0 q À ηM
3
4
´s`δ rENt0,x0rws .
Next, we let M ď N 43 . Then, there exist τ0 PMN0 and y0 PMZ4 s.t. KNt0,x0 Ď KMτ0,y0 . Furthermore, since
t0{N ď tN θu, it holds that τ0{M ď tM θu. Set w1 “ w2 :“ 1KNt0,x0w and w3 :“ 1KNt0,x0w. Since M ď N
4
3 ,
we have that
FMτ0,y0rw1s “ FMτ0,y0rw2s ď rFNt0,x0rws
Using the single-scale energy increment (Proposition 6.1), we obtain thatż
KNt0,x0
|FM ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
“
ż
KMτ0,y0
|FM ||w1||w2||w3|dxdt
À ηM 34´s`δp}w1}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FMτ0,y0rw1sq
1
4 p}w2}4L8t L4xpRˆR4q ` FMτ0,y0rw2sq
1
4 }w3}L8t L2xpRˆR4q
À ηM 34´s`δ rENt0,x0rws 12 ´rENt0,x0rws ` rFNt0,x0rws¯ 12 .
Due to Proposition 6.1 and Corollary 6.2, we understand the energy increment at a single scale. Unfor-
tunately, the cone KNt0,x0 may contain many wave packets on smaller scales. Similar problems are often
encountered in restriction theory, and can sometimes be solved using Wolff’s induction on scales strategy
[57]. The following argument can be seen as a (simple) implementation of this idea.
Proposition 6.3 (Induction on scales).
Let s ą maxp1 ´ θ{2, 3{4 ` θq. Let R ě 1 be a dyadic integer, and let F be as in Proposition 4.8. Let
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t0 P RN0, with t0{R ď tRθu, x0 P RZ4, let w be a KRt0,x0-locally forced solution. For a large absolute
constant C1 ě 1, we have thatrERt0,x0rws ď 2E|x´x0|ď16Rrwspt0q ` C1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q (67)
and rFRt0,x0rws ď C1R50δ ˆE|x´x0|ď16Rrwspt0q ` }F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q
˙
. (68)
Proof. We use induction on the dyadic integers R ě 1.
Step 1: Base case R “ 1. We have that
rE1t0,x0rws ď E|x´x0|ď16rwspt0q ` C ż
K1t0,x0
|F ||w|2|Btw|dxdt` C
ż
K1t0,x0
|F |3|Btw|dxdt
ď E|x´x0|ď16rwspt0q ` C}F }L8t L8x pRˆR4q}w}2L8t L4xpK1t0,x0 q}Btw}L8t L2xpK1t0,x0 q
` C}F }3L3tL6xpK1t0,x0 q}Btw}L8t L2xpK1t0,x0 q
ď E|x´x0|ď16rwspt0q `
1
4
rE1t0,x0rws ` C}F }3L3tL6xpK1t0,x0 q rE1t0,x0rws 12
ď E|x´x0|ď16rwspt0q `
1
2
rE1t0,x0rws ` C}F }6L3tL6xpK1t0,x0 q .
Insert this bound into Lemma 5.8, we obtain that
rF1t0,x0rws À rE1t0,x0rws ` ż
K1t0,x0
|F ||w|2|Btw|dxdt` C
ż
K1t0,x0
|F |3|Btw|dxdt
À rE1t0,x0rws
À E|x´x0|ď16rwspt0q ` }F }6L3tL6xpK1t0,x0 q .
By choosing C1 sufficiently large, we obtain (67) and (68). This already determines our choice of C1,
which we now regard as a fixed constant. Let R ě 2 be an arbitrary dyadic integer. Using the induction
hypothesis, we can rely on the inequalities (67) and (68) for all scales N ď R{2.
Step 2: Splitting the energy increment. From Lemma 5.4, we have that
rERt0,x0rws ď E|x´x0|ď16Rrwspt0q ` C ż
KRt0,x0
|F ||w|2|Btw|dxdt` C
ż
KRt0,x0
|F |3|Btw|dxdt . (69)
The main term is the second summand in (69). We use a Littlewood-Paley type decomposition of the
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linear evolution and writeż
KRt0,x0
|F ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
ď
ÿ
NěR
ż
KRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt`
ÿ
NďR{2
ż
KRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt .
Step 3: High frequencies. The high frequencies can be controlled using the single-scale estimate from
Proposition 6.1. Indeed, we have thatÿ
NěR
ż
KRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
À η
ÿ
NěR
N
3
4
´s`8δ rERt0,x0rws 12 ´rERt0,x0rws ` rFRt0,x0rws¯ 12 (70)
À ηR 34´s`8δ rERt0,x0rws 12 ´rERt0,x0rws ` rFRt0,x0rws¯ 12 .
Step 4: Low frequencies. For τn “ Nn P NN0 and yj “ Nj P NZ4 , we writeż
KRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
“
tNθuÿ
n“0
ˆ ż
prτn,τn`NsˆR4qŞKRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
˙
`
ż
prN1`θ,8qˆR4qŞKRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
“
tNθuÿ
n“0
ÿ
jPZ4
KNτn,yjĎKRt0,x0
ż
KNτn,yj
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt`
ż
prN1`θ,8qˆR4qŞKRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt .
In the last line, we have used that
KRt0,x0 “
ď
pn,jqPN0ˆZ4
KNτn,yjĎKRt0,x0
KNτn,yj .
We first control the contributions on the time intervals rτn, τn ` N s. To this end, we define wpN,n,jq as
the KNτn,yj -locally forced solution with data
wpN,n,jqpτnq “ wpτnq and BtwpN,n,jqpτnq “ Btwpτnq .
Using finite speed of propagation, w and wpN,n,jq coincide on KNτn,yj . Applying Proposition 6.1 and the
induction hypothesis to wpN,n,jq, it follows that
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ż
KNτn,yj
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
“
ż
KNτn,yj
|FN ||wpN,n,jq|2|BtwpN,n,jq|dxdt
À ηN 34´s`8δ rENτn,yj rwpN,n,jqs 12 ´rENτn,yj rwpN,n,jqs 12 ` rFNτn,yj rwpN,n,jqs¯ 12
À ηN 34´s`8δ
´
2E|x´yj |ď16N rwpN,n,jqspτnq ` C1}F }6L3tL6xpKNτn,yj q
¯ 1
2
¨N50δ
´
C1E|x´yj |ď16N rwpN,n,jqspτnq ` C1}F }6L3tL6xpKNτn,yj q
¯ 1
2
À ηN 34´s`60δC1
ˆ
E|x´yj |ď16N rwpN,n,jqspτnq ` }F }6L3tL6xpKNτn,yj q
˙
À ηN 34´s`60δC1
ˆ
E|x´yj |ď16N rwspτnq ` }F }6L3tL6xpKNτn,yj q
˙
.
As a consequence, we obtain that
tNθuÿ
n“0
ÿ
jPZ4
KNτn,yjĎKRt0,x0
ż
KNτn,yj
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
À ηN 34´s`60δC1
tNθuÿ
n“0
ÿ
jPZ4
KNτn,yjĎKRt0,x0
ˆ
E|x´yj |ď16N rwspτnq ` }F }6L3tL6xpKNτn,yj q
˙
À ηN 34´s`60δC1
tNθuÿ
n“maxp0,t0{Nq
ˆ
E|x´x0|ď16R´|t´t0|rwspτnq ` }F }6L3tL6xpprτn,τn`NsˆR4q Ş KRt0,x0 q
˙
À ηN 34`θ´s`60δC1 rERt0,x0 ` ηN 34´s`60δC1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q . (71)
Using the long-time decay estimate, we can control the contribution on the interval rN1`θ,8q byż
prN1`θ,8qˆR4qŞKRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
À }FN}L1tL8x prN1`θ,8qˆR4q}w}2L8t L4xpKRt0,x0 q}Btw}L8t L2xpKRt0,x0 q
À ηN1´ θ2´s`δ rERt0,x0 . (72)
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Combining (71) and (72), it follows thatÿ
NďR{2
ż
KRt0,x0
|FN ||w|2|Btw|dxdt
À ηC1
ÿ
NďR{2
´
N
3
4
`θ´s`5δ `N1´ θ2´s
¯ rERt0,x0 ` η´ ÿ
NďR{2
N
3
4
´s`5δ
¯
C1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q (73)
À ηC1 rERt0,x0 ` ηC1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q .
Here, we have used that s ą maxp1´ θ2 , 34 ` θq, and that δ “ δps, θq ą 0 is sufficiently small.
Step 5: Finishing the proof. At this point, we have proven all the necessary estimates on w. It only
remains to put them together, and use a “kick back” argument. From the energy increment (69), the
high frequency estimate (70), the low-frequency estimate (73), and Ho¨lder’s inequality, it follows thatrERt0,x0rws ď E|x´x0|ď16Rrwspt0q ` ηC1 rERt0,x0rws ` ηR 34´s`8δ rFRt0,x0rws ` ηC1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q (74)
Inserting the same bound for the energy increment into (5.8), we also have that
rFRt0,x0rws À R40δ ˆrERt0,x0rws ` ηR 34´s`8δ rFRt0,x0rws ` ηC1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q
˙
(75)
If the absolute constant η “ ηpC1, δq ą 0 is chosen sufficiently small, then (75) implies that
rFRt0,x0rws À R40δ ˆrERt0,x0rws ` ηC1}F }6L3tL6xpKRt0,x0 q
˙
. (76)
Inserting this into (74), we obtain (67). Finally, (67) and (76) imply (68). This completes the proof of
the induction step.
Using Proposition 6.3, we now provide a short proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume that the statements in Proposition 4.8 hold for ω P Ω. From Lemma 5.1,
it follows that there exists a local solution to (53). From Proposition 6.3, it follows for all R ě 1 that
sup
tPr0,Rs
ż
|x|ď2R´t
T 00rvspt, xqdx ď 2Erv0, v1s ` C1 .
By letting RÑ8, we obtain the a-priori energy bound
sup
tPr0,8q
Ervsptq ď 2Erv0, v1s ` C1 .
From Proposition 5.2, this implies the global space-time bound }v}L3tL6xpr0,8qˆR4q ă 8 and the existence
of scattering states pv`0 , v`1 q P 9H1pR4q ˆL2pR4q. Since u “ F ` v, we obtain the global space-time bound
}u}L3tL6xpr0,8qˆR4q ă 8 and the scattering states pu`0 , u`1 q “ pv`0 ´fω0,ăNhi , v`1 ´fω1,ăNhiq. This completes the
proof for positive times. By time-reflection symmetry, we obtain the same result for negative times.
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